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Abstract: Pseudoknots are essential for the functioning of many smallRNA molecules.
In addition, viral RNAs often exhibit pseudoknots that are required at various stages
of the viral life-cycle. Techniques for detecting evolutionarily conserved, and hence
most likely functional RNA pseudoknots, are therefore of interest. Here we present an
extension of thealidot approach that extracts conserved secondary structures from
a multiple sequence alignment and predicted secondary structures of the individual se-
quences. In contrast to purely phylogenetic methods, this approach yields good results
already for small samples of 10 sequences or even less.

1 Introduction

Most functional RNA molecules, such as tRNAs, rRNAs, or snoRNAs have distinctive sec-
ondary structures. In many cases the required structure motif contains pseudoknots, e.g.
in RNAse P RNA, tmRNA, or SRP RNA. Many genomes of RNA viruses form a pseudo-
knot in their 3’UTR which is required for efficient replication [JKS93, MHS97, HHM04].
Another important function of RNA pseudoknots is their involvement in stimulating ribo-
somal frame shifting [GTN00].

The presence of secondary structure in itself, however, does not indicate any functional
significance because almost all RNA molecules form secondary structures. Extensive
computer simulations [SFSH94] showed that a small number ofpoint mutations is very
likely to cause large changes in the secondary structures. It follows that structural features
will be preserved in RNA molecules with less than some 80% of sequence identity only
if these features are under stabilizing selection, i.e., when they are functional. This ob-
servation (which remains valid even when pseudoknots are taken into account [HS99a]),
was used as the starting point to develop thealidot algorithm which combines struc-
ture prediction andmotif search[HFF+98, HS99b]. In brief, independent predictions of
the secondary structure for each of the sequences and a multiple sequence alignment that
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is obtained without any reference to the predicted secondary structures are combined to
a list of homologous base pairs. This list is then sorted by means of hierarchical cred-
ibility criteria that explicitly take both thermodynamic information and information on
sequence covariation into account. The approach was successfully applied to surveys of
viral genomes [WRHS01, SHS99, KLZHK00, TWHS04, HSS04].

All these studies were restricted to strict secondary structures, i.e., pseudoknots were ex-
plicitly excluded because efficient algorithms for predicting pseudoknotted structures of
large sequences were not readily available. Recently, however, a number of approaches
have been described, e.g., [RE99, IKL+03, RSZ04], including an implementation of a
partition function algorithm [DP03]. In this contributionwe report on a generalization
of thealidot method for retrieving conserved RNA structure motifs that may contain
pseudoknots. Our approach is motivated by the observation that pseudoknots can be re-
garded at least approximately as additional interactions superimposed on an underlying
secondary structure; the same logic is applied e.g. in theilm approach to structure pre-
diction [RSZ04]. The extended version ofalidot is still dependent upon a reasonable
input alignment. An alignment-free approach to detecting common RNA structure motifs
is proposed in [JXS04].

This contribution is organized as follows: In the followingsection we briefly summa-
rize the technical details of our method. We then verify the approach using small RNA
molecules with known structure as test cases. Finally we present an application to a viral
data set.

2 Methods

The alidot method operates on a list of homologous base pairs. This listis sorted
according to a ranking of the individual base pairs that combines both thermodynamic
information and information on consistent and compensatory mutations:

1. The more sequences are non-compatible with a base pair, the less credible it is.

2. If the number of non-compatible sequences is the same, then the pairs are ranked
by the product̄pi.j × ci.j of the mean probabilitypi.j with which the pair occurs in
the thermodynamic prediction and a scoreci.j that essentially counts the number of
different pairing combinations. For a detailed description of this covariance score
we refer to [HFS02].

Now we decompose the rank-ordered base pair list into “layers”. Two different decom-
position algorithms are implemented, one operating on the list of base pairs, the other
operating on a list of possible stacks (helices).

In the simple layer decompositionwe extract, starting with the highest-ranking one, all
base pairs from the list that do not conflict with a previouslyselected pair. Conflict here
refers to the strict definition of secondary structure, i.e., (i) nucleotides may take part only
in a single base pair, and (ii) base pairs must not cross, i.e., there may not be two base pairs
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Figure 1: Conventional RNA secondary structures can be conveniently represented in a “dot-bracket”
notation in which each base-pair is denoted by a pair of matching parentheses, while unpaired bases
are written as a “dot”. This can be generalized to pseudoknots by introducing different types of
parentheses for each layer. Note that round and square brackets now “cross” each other. Since we
do not allow multiple pairs at the same nucleotide, pseudoknotted structures can still be represented
as strings. Base pairs in an earlier layer have (as parts of more prominent helices) more support than
those in later layers. We therefore resolve conflicts between layers by removing all base pairs from
a layer that contain a nucleotide that is already part of basepair in a previous layer.

(i.j) and(k.l) such thati < k < j < l. The result of this first step is a strict secondary
structure. We then remove all pairs from the initial list that are contained in this structure as
well as all pairs that have a nucleotide in common with the extracted secondary structure.
The second layer is now obtained by repeating the procedure with the remaining list of
base pairs. By construction, these pairs form pseudoknots.The procedure can be repeated
until the list of base pairs is empty.

We observed that many pseudoknots could not be detected by the simple layer decompo-
sition, although they are present with non-zero pair probabilities in the input data set. The
reason is that frequently base pairs of one stack were split into two different layers. This
problem can be overcome by first combining base-pairs into stacks. These stacks are then
ranked predominantly based on the compensatory, consistent, and inconsistent mutations
rather than on predicted pair probabilities. The current implementation takes the following
information into account in a hierarchical fashion:

• total number of inconsistencies in the stack

• total number of compensatory and consistent mutations in the stack

• number of pairs that are inconsistent with at least one sequence

• number of pairs that contain compensatory or consistent mutations

• highest base pair probability in the stack

Stacks whose terminal base pairs do not conflict are arrangedin the same layer. When
intersections between base pairs of stacks of different layers occur, the base pairs of the
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Figure 2: Secondary structure of theBacillus subtilisSRP RNA. (top) Conventional secondary struc-
ture representation without the pseudoknot (adapted from [LZ91]), (below) diagram representation
showing the two pseudoknot-stacks 3 and 4 below the axis.

less credible stack (in terms of the above rules for stack-credibility) are discarded. An
example is given in fig. 1. Stacka of layer 1 intersects with stackb of layer 2. In the
combined structure, those pairs are discarded, which belong to the less credible stacks.

Thealidot algorithm can detect significant sequence covariations (i.e., compensatory
and consistent mutations) already in a small number of sequences because it restricts itself
to the “thermodynamically plausible” base pairs, i.e., those that are predicted to be present
with non-negligible probability in at least one input sequence [HS99b]. As a consequence,
however, the approach tends to overlook pseudoknots when conventional RNA secondary
structures are used as input: the two stacks of a H-type pseudoknot often do not have
comparable stabilities; hence we typically see only one of them in the output ofRNAfold.
One possibility to alleviate this problem is to use the locally stable secondary structure
with small maximal span of a base pair. An efficient implementation of such a local folding
algorithm isRNALfold [HPS04]. While this method works well to detect local structures,
the restricted search depth on the other hand limits the sizeof structural features that can
be recognized.

3 Results for small RNAs

The algorithm was tested on three different types of RNA known to contain pseudoknots,
Tab. 1: signal recognition particle RNA (SRP RNA), ribonuclease P RNA (RNase P RNA),
and tmRNA. SRP RNA has one long double helical stack and one pseudoknot structure
close to the 5’end [LZ91], which can be viewed as ”kissing hairpins”. The overall struc-
ture of RNase P RNA is more globular, with rather short doublehelical domains, and it
contains two long-range pseudoknots [HHWF01]. The structure of tmRNA contains four
H-type pseudoknots and is roughly globular [ZWW99]. The quality of the results depends
strongly on the quality of the applied alignment. Thereforewe used alignments which
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Table 1: Performance ofalidot-L-p for simple layer decomposition (LD), and stack based
decomposition (SD) usingN sequences with mean pairwise identityµ. Reference organisms are
M. jannaschiifor SRP,A. tumefaciensfor RNAseP, andE. coli for tmRNA.
RP (RS): number of pairs (stacks) of the reference structure;TP (TS): number of correctly
predicted pairs (stacks);FP (FS): number of predicted pairs (stacks) not in the reference structure.
Sensitivity for pairsSbp = TP/RP ; specificityPbp = TP/(TP + FP ), and similarly for stacks.

Data N µ vers. RP TP FP Sbp Pbp RS TS FS SS PS

SRP RNA 6 51.2 LD 86 70 33 81.4 68.0 8 6 0 75 100
SD 67 35 77.9 50.8 7 1 87.5 87.1

SRP RNA 13 52.8 LD 86 52 23 60.5 69.3 8 5 0 62.5 100
SD 61 20 70.9 75.3 5 0 62.5 100

SRP RNA 29 54.5 LD 86 38 6 44.2 86.4 8 4 0 50 100
SD 45 16 52.3 73.8 4 0 50 100

RNAseP RNA 5 54.2 LD 124 94 20 75.8 82.5 18 15 3 83.3 83.3
SD 79 10 63.7 88.8 15 1 83.3 93.8

RNAseP RNA 10 59.7 LD 124 92 13 74.2 87.6 18 16 3 88.9 84.2
SD 89 7 71.8 92.7 16 0 88.9 100

RNAseP RNA 20 63.2 LD 124 84 10 67.7 89.4 18 17 2 94.4 89.5
SD 75 3 60.5 96.2 16 0 88.9 100

tmRNA 5 73.7 LD 106 66 40 62.3 68.7 12 9 8 75 52.9
SD 56 17 52.8 52.8 10 5 83.3 66.7

tmRNA 8 60.2 LD 106 78 28 73.6 90.7 12 12 2 100 85.7
SD 68 4 64.2 64.2 11 1 91.7 91.7

tmRNA 22 66.1 LD 106 41 65 38.7 95.3 12 7 0 58.3 100
SD 39 1 36.8 36.8 6 0 50 100

were taken from the following sources: SRP RNA: SRPDB [GKZS01]; tmRNA: tmRNA
Database [KWZG01]; RNase P RNA: RNase P Database [Br99].

The signal recognition particle (SRP) is a phylogenetically highly conserved ribonucleo-
protein, which associates with ribosomes, recognizes target sequences of nascent secretory
and membrane proteins and binds to receptors in membranes ofthe endoplasmic reticu-
lum. Thus SRP contributes crucially to translocation of secretory proteins across biologi-
cal membranes. For a review see e.g. [KFSW01].

Secondary structures of each sequence were predicted by computing the base pair proba-
bilities usingRNAfold-p. Although the partition function algorithm [Mc90] inRNAfold
does not consider pseudoknotted structures, pseudoknotted base pairs show up in the pair
probabilities in the form of conflicting alternatives.

We compare the quality of the structure predictions with tworecent approaches to com-
puting consensus secondary structures with pseudoknots:hxmatch [WHS04] andilm
[RSZ04]. Thehxmatch approach treats the structure prediction problem as a maximum
matching problem on an input graph with a carefully preparedweight matrix that com-
bines thermodynamic considerations and sequence covariations. In contrast,ilm iterates
the maximum circular matching problem so as to compute layers of secondary structures
similar to our approach. Bothhxmatch andilm are computationally very demanding
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Table 2: Comparison of the performance ofalidot-L-p with ilm and hxmatch. We list the
sensitivityS and the specificityP as well as the fractionΠ of correctly predicted pseudoknots.

ilm hxmatch alidot
simple layer decomposition (% correct base pairs)

Data set N Sbp Pbp Π Sbp Pbp Π Sbp Pbp Π
SRP RNA 9 86.0 66.6 0/1 91.9 84.9 1/1 90.9 90.8 1/1
tmRNA 8 89.6 71.4 4/4 84.0 90.8 4/4 73.6 90.7 4/4
RNase P RNA 8 75.8 76.4 1/2 77.4 88.9 2/2 75.0 85.3 1/2

stack-based layer decomposition (% correct stacks)
N SS PS FS SS PS FS SS PS FS

SRP RNA 9 87.5 87.5 1 100 100 0 100 100 0
tmRNA 8 91.7 73.3 4 100 85.7 2 91.7 91.7 1
RNase P RNA 8 88.9 80.0 4 94.4 100 0 83.3 100 0

for long sequences such as complete viral genomes. In contrast,alidot can be used in
conjunction withRNALfold [HPS04] to scan entire genomes.

Performance is measured in terms of thespecificityP , defined as the percentage of the
correctly predicted base pairsTP (or stacksTS) compared to the total number of predicted
pairsTP + FP (or stacksTS + FS), and thesensitivityS, defined as the percentage
of correctly predicted base pairs (or stacks) compared to the total number of pairsRP

(or stacksRS) in the reference structure. In addition we list the fraction Π of correctly
predicted pseudoknots in Tab. 2.

It is interesting to note that the performance at the level ofstacks is systematically better
than at the level of individual base pairs. This suggests that ends of helices are often not
predicted correctly. Whilehxmatch andilm search for a global consensus structure,
alidot is designed to detect locally conserved structures. Nevertheless, the performance
of alidot is comparable withhxmatch and significantly better thanilm in the cases
where a global conserved structure exists.

4 Pseudoknots in RNA Virus Genomes

The familyPicornaviridaecontains important pathogens including, for example, hepati-
tis A virus and foot-and-mouth disease virus. The genome of these viruses is a single
messenger-active (+)-RNA of 7 200 to 8 500nts. Besides coding for the viral proteins,
it also contains functionally important RNA secondary structures, among them an IRES
region toward the 5’end, see [WRHS01] for a recent survey.

As a test application of the extendedalidot algorithm we consider the RNA genome
of the genusEnterovirus, which contains among others poliovirus and coxsackievirus.
There is ample literature on the secondary structure of the 3’UTR of enterovirus, see e.g.
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.......................................................................................................

> Consensus structure (alignment positions 7394..7499)
UUAGAGA-CAAUUUGAAAUAAUUUA-AAUUGGCUUAACCCUACUGCACUAACCGAACUAGAUAACGGUGCAGUAGGGGUAAAUUCUCCGCAUUCGGUGCGGAAAA-
...(((..(((((.............))))).)))..(((((((((((...[[[[...........)))))))))))..........((((.]]]]))))......
.(.(((._(((((((((....))))_))))).))).)((((((((((((.[[[[[[.........)))))))))))).....((.(((((.]]]]]]))))).)).
UUAGAGA_CAAUUUGAAAUAAUUUA_GAUUGGCUUAACCCUACUGUGCUAACCGAACCAGAUAACGGUACAGUAGGGGUAAAUUCUCCGCAUUCGGUGCGGAAAAA
> Reference structure for M88483

Figure 3: Conserved pseudoknot in the 3’UTR of enterovirus genomic RNAs (X80059, X84981,
M16560, X79047, X05690, AF083069, U16283, AF085363, S76772, X92886, D00435) obtained
from aclustalw alignment of the 11 viral genomes and locally stable secondary structure com-
puted usingRNALfold with a search depth ofL = 50.
The consensus structure misses parts of the stacks of the reference structure [WBG+99] (marked as
green arcs). On the other hand, the prediction produces onlya single false-positive base pair (in red).

[PMSA92, ZS97, MHS97]. Following the previous studies we have split the genus into
three clusters; here we use the 11 human enterovirus B sequences listed in the caption of
Fig. 3

In this case, we start from the collection of all locally stable substructures of sizeL ≤
50. These are readily computed from the RNA genomes using theRNALfold program
[HPS04] . Among a number of pseudoknot-free motifs,alidot predicts an extended
pseudoknotted structure close to the 3’end of the genomic RNA, Fig. 3.

5 Discussion

We have presented a method for detecting conserved secondary structures that may con-
tain pseudoknots in moderate size samples of related RNA sequences. It combines ther-
modynamic structure prediction with the analysis of sequence covariations in a multiple
sequence alignment. The algorithm is designed to extract promising structural features
without user intervention, and is therefore suitable for scanning long sequences such as
viral genomes.

The algorithm has been included in the programalidot which is part of theVienna
RNA Package [HFS+94, Ho03]. It reads aClustal multiple alignment file and pre-
dicted secondary structures of the individual sequence either in the form of base pairing
probability matrices, as individual secondary structures, or as a collection of locally stable
substructures (fromRNALfold).

As shown by the examples in section 3 and 4, the modifiedalidot method is often
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able to correctly identify conserved pseudoknots, even though the thermodynamic struc-
ture prediction used as input considers knot-free structures only. This is possible because
pseudoknotted stacks are often predicted as alternative conformations in knot-free struc-
ture prediction. While a prediction method including pseudoknots would be preferable,
most current methods are computationally too expensive forlong sequences, such as vi-
ral genomes. It is worth noting, that thealidot program can be easily adapted to use
predicted structures from new sources.
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